Post-flood field surveys: an efficient way to
gain experience on flash floods –
Methodology and illustrations
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Background
10000

Post-flood surveys
therefore play a
critical role in
gathering essential
observations
concerning flash
floods.
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Flash-floods are difficult
to monitor because they
develop at space and
time scales that
conventional
measurement networks
of rain and river
discharges are not able
to sample effectively
(Borga et al., 2008).
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More than 50% of
discharge data in a
sample of recent
flash floods in
Europe derive from
post-flood
observations
(Marchi et al.,
2010).

The traditional objective of post-flood indirect
estimate of peak discharges is to gather data
for establishing regional peak discharge
envelope curves.
A further step is to improve understanding of
what happened during a flood: what are the
hydrological controls of flash-flood response?
The issues to be explored may vary from
flood to flood.

Survey methodology and examples of results
Basic concepts
• spatially detailed post-event surveys of
flash-flood response along the stream
network (including less intense responses
within the hit region)
• integration with radar rainfall estimates
• integration of the survey observations by
means of hydrological modelling
This methodology for post-flash flood
investigations has been developed under the
EC FLOODsite project and tested under the
EC HYDRATE project (Gaume, 2006, Gaume
and Borga, 2008; Marchi et al., 2009).

Documentation of the geomorphic effects of the flood

Radar rainfall estimation
Selška Sora (Western Slovenia), 18 Sep. 2007

The overall strategy
for radar rainfall
estimation consists
in using the
raingauge data to
assess / validate
the radar data
processing prior to
using the radar
rainfall estimates as
input in rainfallrunoff models.

Water flood deposits

Debris-flow deposits

Recognition of the type of flow processes in minor streams:
distinction between water floods and debris flows.

Mapping of erosion and
slope instability processes.

In forested catchments, entrainment and transport of large woody debris may have a
major role in enhancing the effects of the flood. Post-flood field observations aim at
identifying sources and entrainment processes of large woody material.

Flood response survey
Peak discharge reconstruction

To check the consistency between
radar rainfall, peak discharge, and
watershed characteristics, a spatially
distributed rainfall-runoff model is
applied to the surveyed river cross
sections.
Gross discrepancies between field
estimates of peak discharge and
model results motivate closer
inspections to the concerned
watersheds.

Topographic survey of:
• cross-sections
• flood marks
• channel slope
• water surface longitudinal slope

Selška Sora, 18 Sep. 2007

Interviews to eyewitnesses of the flood

Computation of peak discharge using the slopeconveyance method: assumption of uniform flow
and application of the Manning-Strickler formula
Cross-check with other discharge reconstruction
methods (e.g. weir equation, critical discharge
hypothesis) for selected cross-sections, analysis
of photos and videos for flow velocity estimation.

Example of flow superelevation in front of bridge piers
located in a river bend and showing a lateral velocity gradient
(July 2007, Mill Burn, Northumberland, Great Britain).

• reconstruction of of the temporal evolution
of the flood and documentation of
associated phenomena
• onset and end of intense rainfall
• start of flooding (roads, floodplain)
• time of flood peak
• obstruction of bridges
• entrainment and transport of coarse woody
debris
• occurrence of debris flows and landslides

Summary and concluding remarks
• Post-flood geomorphological observations are a prerequisite for peak discharge estimation, particularly in
mountainous areas with large sediment supply. The geomorphological survey is essential to elucidate the nature
of the flow (water flood versus debris flow and hyperconcentrated flow) and to uncover the potential for flood
surges related to the collapse of temporary dams formed during the event.
• The systematic collection of information from interviews to eyewitnesses is capable to generate a reliable picture
of the time evolution of the flood and may provide essential information to check the quality of the observations.
• The availability of quality-controlled weather radar observations enables the coupling of field collection of
observations with the rainfall-runoff modelling of the same experimental setting. This triggers an integral cycle of
observation and modelling, which may be iterated to provide more accurate understanding of the discrepancies
between observations and model outcomes.

• The lessons learned from post-flood surveys deserve to be transferred to public
officials involved in flood management and control. An efficient way to ensure such a
transfer of knowledge is to involve in post-flood surveys and in subsequent data
processing personnel of public agencies
• The post-flood documentation campaign demonstrated the high educational potential
of the post-flood survey concept. The survey gives to graduate and post-graduate
students in hydrology and geosciences the opportunity to improve their field skills in
collecting the interdisciplinary observations necessary to characterize flash flood
processes and responses.
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